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Unique Hair Type. Separates hair into three
parts, the hair that the lice are on, the hair

that is between the lice, and the hair on your
Sim's head. With this hair type, your Sim can
only get lice on pubic hair, and you can take
your hand and comb their hair. Uses a lot of

GIMP . Sure, you could use a hairbrush to
gently and softly kiss the area. But did you
know that you can just gently kiss the area,

too? So you could be doing your relationship a
favor by gently kissing your partner. This is
especially true when he or she is in sleep
mode. And dont forget your pet! You can

lightly kiss them or pet them. If youre looking
for more intimate action you can use the anal
gland massage mode. The Sims 3's anal gland

massage is not as simple as many older
games. Its a multi-step process. The second
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you go in this mode, the computer is rating
you, and your Sim is going to be rated by your
computer. You have to wait until your Sim is
not rated. Im not sure how long this takes, so
for now best to just use anal play when your

partner is awake. Pubic hair is, well, hair.
Which means its prone to dryness. Especially
if your Sim is a cat. Cats are prone to colds

and getting those is never fun. To avoid
issues, you can brush your pet's fur. And just
like humans, you can find an animal groomer

to look after your fur. Or you can just deal with
it if your cat stays out in the snow. Oh no, your

Sims is unkempt! If this happens, use the
timer. If your sims hair is over 15 minutes, she
will receive a chat in her house telling her to
clean up and telling her what happens. If she
neglects it, her hair will grow 6 inches extra,
all the while giving her a red eye. If hair is

between 11 to 15 minutes, there is a warning
chat telling her she needs to hurry. If its less
than 11 minutes, she will stay just like that.
But if hair is less than 11 minutes, she wont

get married.
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Sims 3 Pubic Hair

Sims can wear custom hairs - and you can
make your Sim's pubic area stick out if you

want to. Select a thick, short pubic hair for an
even bushier look. Or select a thin, long fur for

a slimmer line. Create a line of pubic hair
down the center of your Sim, or along your
thighs. You can have the hair split down the
center or leave it together for a smooth look.
Before, pubic hair was relatively discreet. Not
anymore! Now you can literally have anything
you want hangin' down there. If you want to
grow a tree of pubic hair, that's do-able too.

Create a thick bush by selecting a large
amount of hair and clicking 'Create Hair' to
expand it. Click 'Copy Hair' to select all the

pubic hair on your Sim. Click 'Copy Hair' again
to copy the pubic hair to a new Sim. This is a
great way to create a new world of pubic hair
-- or just to spruce up your Sim's pubic area.

Since Sims 3, the beard has come a long way.
You can now make the beard go all the way up
to the chin on your Sim's head, or only grow it
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on the chin or sides. While beards usually
grow faster than the body hair, it will take
longer to actually see that beard grow. But

here's good news: Sims 4 is in the works, and
they're going to give you even more options to

create the perfect beard. Cuts the head hair
with the previous past, shaved his legs, and

shaved his torso. Shaving your Sim will never
be more fun! The shorter the hair, the thinner
the stubble. A great detail for player Sims who

want to be more authentic with their Sims.
Sexually transmitted disease. Sleeps with
someone whose Sims have this sexually

transmitted disease, while visible with your
Sim, another Sim with a soulmate will not be
able to see it unless your Sim also has the

disease. If your Sims have the disease, there
will be a bar notification (when they go on bed
and sex) and they will look pained during that
segment. Mutes the Sim even if your Sim is

not visible. 5ec8ef588b
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